
Tuareg s.r.l is a manufacturing Italian company that produces
Professional Patented Beach Cleaner Machines suitable for publicly
owned establishments, private commissions or outsourcing.

Since 1997, thanks to the founders' passion and experience, the
company mixes the manufacturing excellence and the top quality
wear-resistant steel available. Our brand is synonymous with
rreliability, strength and durability.

All of our beach cleaner machines are hot-dip galvanized and
cerfied in accordance with EC standards. All the machines are
built with top quality, cerfied supplies.

Tuareg s.r.l, in addion to building the machines for cleaning the
beaches, is a company that directly carries out large-scale care and
cleaning work on the beaches, on agricultural land, in racecourses
and riding sand riding stables, and in military ranges. The company also works
directly in the tourism sector in fact "Tuareg Beach" is an important
Seaside Tourist Center owned by the Tuareg brand.

In order to be proacve, quick responding and ready to accept
challenges set every day up by trade and clients, Tuareg s.r.l. keeps a
very strict working schedule and focuses on quality and on improving
our products.

LListening to customers' needs and acng promptly, as well as
recommending the most suitable soluon for each specific need has
become our natural way of working with everyone, in any country
in the world.



OUR PRODUCTS

LIGHT AND COMPACT
it is the best choice for colors that have to clean surfaces that are not
very large. Its compact size allows it to pass even in confined spaces,
such as beaches with umbrellas mounted. Engineered in such a way as
to have quite small overall dimensions, but at the same time have a
large grilling surface: the main element that determines the work
output of a beach cleaning machine.



FAST AND EFFICIENT
it is suitable for use on medium-large surfaces. It is the best-selling
machine in our range. To work it does not need a very large tractor, and
in any case it manages to obtain results comparable to those of larger
machines. Operating by means of a double execution vibrating screen,
stresses, noise and vibrations are imperceptible. As in all our range, the
anticorrosive treatment of the hot dip galvanizing guarantees a long life
over the years as well as an excellent aesthetics.over the years as well as an excellent aesthetics.
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VERY POWERFUL
it is the opmal machine for cleaning public beaches
and thanks to the large surface of the triple vibrang screen
execuon, guarantees excellent work performance even in
parcularly difficult condions even harvesng large
materials. The important profiles used and the dimensioned
components make EvoMax really ultra resistant.
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YIELD AND WIDTH
are the hallmarks of the biggest beach cleaning equipment
ever produced in Italy. Especially chosen by specialized
companies, tourism associations and Local Authorities.
Although he is a beach cleaner with a great yield, unlike
many beach cleaners pulled by tractors, it allows easy
maneuvers and ensures really simple maintenance.
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